
The best oscillating system!
MORE efficient
MORE powerful 
MORE versatile

With 

Our accessory highlights.
FEIN Precision BiM E-Cut: 
FEIN has applied the proven principle of Japanese teeth to the FEIN E-Cut, perfected it and 
recreated it in bimetal. The results are greater strength, resistance, speed and outstanding cuts.

FEIN E-Cut long-life saw blades: 
Our FEIN E-Cut long-life saw blades effortlessly cut through a wide range of wood types and 
last up to three times longer than standard blades. For longer, more effective and more precise 
cutting.

Coatings 
and floor coveringsTile jointsMetalWood and metal

For precise cutting  
of hardwood, soft wood 
and all other wooden 
materials.

For removing grout and 
cutting grooves in plaster 
and porous concrete etc.

Wide range of use: can be 
used universally for many 
types of wood and metal.

For the professional 
cutting of many types of 
metal and alloys.

For removing old paint, 
glue residue, carpets and 
underseals.

Wood and plastics

Find the right accessories quickly and easily.
The new color-coded system shows you which FEIN genuine accessory is suited to your application.

Starlock Mounting: never 
before has changing  
tool been faster or 
easier.  The new Starlock 
mounting system* allows 
tool changes within 3 
seconds.  Quicker and 
safer system which, leads 
to less injuries and higher 
efficiency. 

The stainless steel
constructed mount adds 
strength and rigidity to 
make sure users get the 
most from their multi-tool.  

NEW 
BlM

Blade

 Shortened, specially ground corner teeth     
   prevent the blade from breaking loose.
 Outstanding cutting speed without fraying.
 Easier positioning of the saw blade.
 Faster and more constant work progress.
 Three times longer service life due to      
   bimetal teeth.

Best cutting quality

New 3D shape
 The special geometry produces  
   greater rigidity which makes  
   more even, smoother      
   movements possible.
 Works with noticeably more  
   precision, is quieter and delivers  
   more accurate a cut.
 Up to 25 % more work         
   progress.

Starlock Mounting

Construction

* tools available spring 2016



The new innovative system from the
inventors of oscillating multi-tools.
Introducing the all new Starlock interface and system from FEIN.  This new 
and improved mounting system allows the user to not only work quickly 
and effectively, but it also improves power transfer from the tool and
reduces vibration.  Starlock’s unique snap-in function offers the optimal 
combination of tools and accessories.

For over 140 years, FEIN has been among the world leaders in power tool 
manufacturing, building durable power tools and delivering FEIN quality and 
performance with every new product innovation.  With its quality, reliability, 
performance and selection, FEIN offers an unmatched package that can only 
be found from the original innovators in oscillating power tool technology. 

 Reliable
 Ultimate Performance
 Perfect application results

 Designed and manufactured in Germany
 Made for the heaviest loading 
 Maximum service life

Why FEIN?

 For sawing, grinding, grout removal, scraping, cutting,   
   polishing and rasping
 Optimally matched to the application
 Exclusive patented designs

Superior quality

Largest accessory range

YOUR best choice

The best oscillating system just got more efficient, more powerful and more versatile.

FEIN OSCILLATING

OMT manufacturer tool holder  

Starlock  - -

StarlockPlus   -

Starlock Max   

NON Starlock*  - -

FEIN/Bosch

FEIN MultiMaSter/
Multitalent?BoSch

FEIN Supercut

* NON Starlock tools include: Bosch, Skil, Rockwell, Milwaukee, Ridgid, Ryobi, Craftsman



Cutting & Sawing*

US: FEIN Power Tools, INC. | 1000 Omega Drive, Suite 1180, Pittsburgh PA, 15205 | Phone: 412.922.8886 | Toll-Free: 1.800.441.9878

FEIN offers the best cutting and sawing accessories for any job.  For metal,
plastics, GFRP, wood, glazing compound, brass and bronze, FEIN accessories will 
get the job done quickly and efficiently. 

Sanding & Polishing*
Whether it’s refinishing a project for painting or polishing chrome to a mirror finish, 
Fein sanding and polishing accessories offer the fastest work progress while
achieving maximum precision.

*For a complete listing of all the great FEIN accessories, please visit our website

www.feinus.com

The new innovative system from the
inventors of oscillating multi-tools.



Scraping & Rasping*

US: FEIN Power Tools, INC. | 1000 Omega Drive, Suite 1180, Pittsburgh PA, 15205 | Phone: 412.922.8886 | Toll-Free: 1.800.441.9878

Removing stubborn paint, adhesive residue, carpet, tile adhesive, concrete and 
undercoating are no match for the scraping and rasping accessories from FEIN. 

Grout Removal*
If speed and accuracy are important in grout removal, then look no further than 
FEIN Grout removal accessories.  FEIN offers just the tools you need to get the job 
done with great results. 

*For a complete listing of all the great FEIN accessories, please visit our website

www.feinus.com

The new innovative system from the
inventors of oscillating multi-tools.
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